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Mandatory Tablet Instructions 

All drivers must follow these procedures when choosing a route.  This is to 

accommodate the new hybrid routes which differ daily.  

With the return of hybrid in-person learning, Here Comes the Bus® will again be available to 

parents beginning March 10, 2021.   

Here Comes the Bus® is a valuable tool for parents.  It enables parents to see the location of 

their child’s school bus on a smartphone, tablet, or personal computer. Parents will know when 

their child’s bus is arriving, reducing the time their children spend standing by the side                

of the road. 

PLEASE NOTE:  At this time, Here Comes the Bus® is not available for Concurrent Students.  

These are students who are attending programs outside of their home school (Ex. 

Academies of Loudoun and a small number of Special Needs students participating in 

special programs).  Routes being used for those participating in testing will also                  

not be available.    

Below are some simple steps for selecting the correct route and ensuring Here Comes the Bus® 

will be successful for parents.  

Please note, some instructions may be slightly different for some situations, such as using a 

spare, subbing for other routes/runs, etc.   

The following process should be followed after properly logging into the tablet and 

performing a proper pre-trip. 

1. After logging in to your tablet, you will be asked if you want to run the route associated with 

your vehicle.  ALWAYS SELECT NO, unless you are using a spare – please see directions under 

line item 2. 

You must always select NO when the tablet recalls your last run.  You must select your route 

daily because the tablet will remember the previous route you completed.  
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2.  If you have not selected a route, or are on a spare bus, tap on search and enter                    

your bus number. 

If you are using a spare bus it will ask "are you driving a route". You will need to answer "yes" to 

get to the run screen to either search or choose otherwise it takes you to the home screen. 

 

 

3.  The available routes for the bus you entered will show. The next screen will appear, choose 

the time-of-day AM/MID/PM, for the run you will be driving.  Depending when the tablet was 

last update, you may receive a “no runs currently exist on this tablet for this route would you 

like to sync” – please choose the answer “YES”.  You may need to sync from the Route Screen, 

or possible Loudoun. 

 

 

4.  On the Select Run(s) screen, choose the run you will be running by tapping on the word 

"UNSELECTED" to Select the runs, press “Continue” and then press “Finish”. 
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TIPS FOR SELECTING THE CORRECT ROUTE:  

 

1. At the Elementary level the routes are labeled according to the day, TR representing 

Tuesday and Thursday, WF representing Wednesday and Friday. You will select this 

tab based on what day and time (AM or PM) you are driving the run. 

2. At the secondary level, for middle and high school, you will select the available box 

for that level and time (AM/PM), as in the example shown TWRF AM RUN TO 

BRAMBLETON MIDDLE.  

3. It is imperative that you drive the AM run stopping at all indicated stops, even if you 

know the stop will only have students on a specific day. This will keep the stop time 

information and GPS data accurate no matter what day of the week it may be.  In 

the PM, simply stop at the students on your bus  

4. Special transportation buses do show an SP but no day of week indicators, they are 

TWRF runs. (Example below). 

 

 

5. Once you have completed selecting your route, a confirmation dialog box will 

appear, simply select yes if you don’t need to make any changes.   

6. At the end of the route please remember to Finish Service or select your next run 

 

5.  If you are asked to cover a run, you should follow the same procedure to ensure you have 

chosen the run for the correct day.   

If you have any questions, please contact your Lead Driver.     

 


